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Abstract

This article explores the hypothesis that innovation is an important driver of growth, using an interregional dynamic panel model that controls for
endogeneity and captures cumulative effects. In Mexico, the evidence based on regional criteria (geography, income, and innovation stimulus intensity)
suggests that innovation has positive effects on growth, as has been theoretically hypothesized, but with gradual reductions from 2008 and significant
variations by region and sector. Furthermore, public support for innovation produced different effects between areas with varying degrees of economic
development, with greater elasticity in less-economically developed areas. This reality could facilitate the reduction of regional inequalities. Support for
innovation should prioritize intensive high-tech projects, include more diverse economic agents, and have a regional perspective.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on innovation and economic growth has received much interest from academic circles in recent deades. The relationship between them is not
accidental; it depends on factors and decisions that interact for extended periods to shape economic development. The importance of innovation in
contemporary societies lies in the fact that innovation constitutes a global strategy to increase productivity, which in turn raises the level of welfare.
Some theories see this association as an evolutionary process through which economies somehow pass (evolutionary theories); others emphasize
forces that are exogenous and endogenous to the economic system that can be influenced by public policies (classical and neoclassical growth
theories). There are also the arguments of spatial agglomeration forces (new economic geography) that modify this relationship, especially at
subnational levels.

The consolidation of a creative society system transcended additional approaches which privileged economic aspects such as institutional factors,
political factors, the legal framework, and agglomeration forces (Aghion et al., 2015), while the accumulation of productive factors combines to foster
long-term sustained growth, given the needs of an ever-increasing population. These productive factors are spillover effects, human capital,
infrastructure spending, investment in research and development (R&D), and, finally, innovation and technological change (Romer, 1986; Lucas, 1988;
Barro, 1990; Sala-i-Martin, 2000). Within this dynamic, it is crucial for innovation processes to compensate for the diminishing returns of productive
factors, expand the production frontier, and avoid the interruption of growth.

In the current context, innovation is vital to an economy (Lucas, 1988; Romer, 1990; Grossman and Helpman, 1991; Aghion and Howitt, 1992), as it
allows the production frontier to shift, while generating incentives for the accumulation of physical capital (Romer, 1990). In recent decades, countries
that observed higher levels of innovation and growth rates were also those that invested more resources in R&D (Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development [OECD], 2015; Ulku, 2004; Hasan and Tucci, 2010; Agénor and Neanidis, 2015), leading to widening differences in output
per capita, technology, innovation capacity, and well-being levels (Fagerberg et al., 2010; Yanhui et al., 2015).

In analyses of the Mexican economy’s innovation and growth, there is a positive relationship. At the level of federal entities, the findings of Mendoza et
al. (2008) and Beltrán-Morales et al. (2018) are supported by panel data, while Guzmán and Gómez (2010) and Guzmán et al. (2012) study the long-
term relationship between patents and output, concluding that cointegration exists. For their part, Mungaray et al. (2015) and Ríos-Flores and
Ocegueda (2018) address an index of innovative capacity in a dynamic panel. Mexico’s economic growth over the last 30 years has been discouraging.
In the 1990s, growth was below 1.6% on average per year; in the 2000s it was only 0.12%; while from 2010 to 2017 it stood at 1.5%. In 2019 it fell by

-0.3% and forecasts for 2020 announced an even greater decline.1

What role did innovation and research spending play in this situation? The data show that innovation yields (0.67 applications per 100,000 inhabitants)
are very low in relation, for example, to the average of OECD member countries (45 applications per 100,000 inhabitants). Furthermore, the country
concentrates regional asymmetries in almost every economic and social variable. In innovation alone, Mexico City averages just over three patents per

100,000 inhabitants, while the state of Guerrero has 0.04 patents per 100,000 inhabitants.2

This article examines the innovation-growth relationship using an interregional dynamic panel data model estimated with the GMM-System methodology
proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991 and 1998) and Blundell and Bond (1998). The panel is integrated by 32 cross-sectional observations (entities of
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the country) and 24 temporal observations, corresponding to annual data from 1994-2017. The Arellano-Bond method allows us to select instrumental
variables that improve the precision of the estimators, reduce the endogeneity problem, and control for serial correlation.

The Mexican regional context poses some interesting questions, such as: how important is innovation for regional growth? Will public policy designed to
support innovation (Innovation Stimulus Program [Programa de Estímulos a la Innovación, PEI]) have any influence? Do sectoral differences affect the
innovation-growth relationship? Will there be substantial differences between sectors and regions of the country? The hypothesis is that innovation,
measured via the accumulation of patents, has a positive impact on the level of per capita income in the different states, and that public incentive
programs reinforce this association.

This article contributes to the discussion of the innovation-growth issue in several ways. First, by using regionalization criteria based on the PEI

initiative, it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of this public policy.3 Second, the relative size of the economic sectors, as a regionalization
criterion, makes it possible to understand the influence of sectoral weight on the relationship. Third, the evidence is based on a distributed lags
approach that captures cumulative processes of the effects of the variables. Finally, a theoretical model is presented whose estimation equation
combines ideas from evolutionary growth theory, classical growth theory, and economic geography.

The findings highlight positive effects, consistent with theoretical predictions. However, these positive effects show a gradual tendency to decrease after
the 2008 international crisis, which is a reflection of the multinational component of Mexican patenting, given that this great depression was felt more
intensely in the more globalized areas of the economies. It is also found that the innovation stimulus policy led to a reduction in regional inequalities, as
the regions classified as South and PEI-Low (generally made up of less economically-developed states) estimate a higher growth-innovation elasticity
compared to the Center, North, PEI-Middle, and PEI-High regions, i.e., more economically-advanced regions.

In addition to the introduction, this article consists of six further sections. The second section reviews the literature on the subject; the third section
presents the theoretical and methodological framework, while the fourth section describes the data and variables. The fifth section estimates and
analyzes the results and, finally, the sixth section offers some conclusions.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Two theoretical pillars of the innovation-growth relationship are evolutionary economics and the new economic growth theory (Acs and Varga, 2002;
Antonelli, 2017). The former argues that economic growth is impelled by innovations, the product of entrepreneurial investments incentivized by the
search for profit. This theory also emphasizes institutional and political-regional aspects, as well as microeconomic elements that impact economic
growth, including company behavior and size (Aghion et al., 2015).

For evolutionary theory, the innovation-growth relationship has dynamic implications. It is explained by systemic mechanisms present in the process,
but also by the presence of random behaviors that generate or renew some variation in the factors that affect innovation and technological change
(Nelson and Winter, 1982; Dosi and Nelson, 1994, among others).

The evolutionary aspect in Aghion and Howitt's (1992) model is based on by Schumpeter’s (1942) concept of "creative destruction." According to this
model, economic growth is the result of technological progress, while technological progress, in turn, is the product of competition between firms
engaged in innovation research. For Aghion and Howitt (1992), innovation is a vertical process that displaces previous technology and favors new and
improved technologies.

The new theory of economic growth, on the other hand, values the most important productive factors (Sala-i-Martin, 2000). Some key elements are the
knowledge spillover effects derived from physical investment (Romer, 1986), human capital (Lucas, 1988), public infrastructure capital (Barro, 1990),
and R&D expenditure (Romer, 1990).

For Romer (1990) in particular, economic growth is driven by technological change that generates incentives for continuous capital accumulation,
motivated by profit maximization decisions. This explains much of the increase in productivity that leads to growth. Romer (1990) is based on a
horizontal view of innovation; existing technology does not disappear, but is added to the inventions that are gradually introduced into the market. By
incorporating the non-rivalry of ideas, the model enters the realm of increasing returns to scale, thus prioritizing monopolistic competition.

Both Romer (1990) and Aghion and Howitt (1992) consider R&D investment to be the determining factor of innovation and, consequently, of sustained
economic growth. Accumulated expenditure and technological improvements increase the stock available for other innovations (Romer, 1990; Stokey,
1995), which generates spillovers that benefit not only those who generate innovation, but also the rest of the productive agents, as posited by Griliches
(1990).

Even far from the technological frontier, innovation can drive growth in developing regions and countries (Fagerberg et al., 2010), as well as allowing for
a deeper understanding of the innovative options that help emerging economies to grow (Ahlstrom, 2015).

There is abundant recent empirical evidence confirming these hypotheses, both internationally and regionally. Bilbao-Osorio and Rodriguez-Pose
(2004) analyze this connection in a sample of EU countries. Innovation, measured as the number of patent applications per million inhabitants,
generates positive effects that vary according to the country’s level of development. Ulku (2004) obtained the same finding in two exercises on OECD
and non-OECD countries. Using a dynamic panel model estimated by the Arellano-Bond general method of moments (GMM) for the period 1981-1997,
Ulku finds that innovation (patent applications) has positive impacts on GDP per capita in both samples. Among the results, Ulku highlights that market



size and income level are positively associated with innovation. In a 2007 study, Ulku arrives at similar results when testing the hypothesis on four
manufacturing sectors in 17 OECD countries (including Mexico).

Rodríguez-Pose and Crescenzi (2008) find positive elasticities between the growth rate and R&D expenditure in 15 European Union countries and
conclude that GDP per capita, as an indicator of the level of regional productivity, is lower the greater the distance from the technological frontier. Hasan
and Tucci (2010) point out that countries with higher quality patenting firms, as well as those that have increased patenting, experience higher growth.
In Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic the effects are also positive, although moderate (Pece et al., 2015), the same as in a sample of 38
countries during 1981-2008 (Agénor and Neanidis, 2015). However, Feki and Mnif (2016) report a negative effect in the short run that offsets and
becomes positive over the long term in a set of 35 developing nations.

The authors Kacprzyk and Doryń (2017), find no significant impacts between old and new members of the European Union, but a positive relationship
when only the group of new countries is considered, meaning that the less an economy resembles a steady-state-economy, the stronger the
relationship. Technological progress is the main trigger for productivity growth in certain Chinese provinces, as noted by Wu et al. (2017) and Zhou and
Luo (2018). Investment in innovation can create new markets that are not only the basis for sustained economic growth, but also a way for poorer
countries to achieve prosperity (Christensen et al., 2019).

Institutions can also encourage or stifle productive entrepreneurial and innovation activities (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012; Rodrik et al., 2004, among
others), boost market creation (Tomizawa et al., 2019), and improve intellectual property regulation to protect innovative agents (Peng et al., 2017). For
Hu (2015), South Korea's shift from technological imitation to innovation was not linear; policies and institutions were required depending on the stage
of economic and technological development.

Causality has also been the subject of analysis, as there may be bidirectionality between innovation and growth. Maradana et al. (2017 and 2019) use
cointegration techniques and autoregressive models to suggest unidirectional causality in some cases and bidirectional in others. Avila-Lopez et al.
(2019) detect bidirectional causality in several Latin American countries. In addition to encouraging innovation, states should also encourage investment
that increases the level of per capita income.

In Mexico, the innovation-growth hypothesis has revealed positive relationships, with the direction of causality going from innovation to growth. Gould
and Gruben (1995) emphasize positive and market structure-sensitive relationships, as the link tends to be stronger in more open regions with robust
intellectual property schemes. The importance of trade integration is also supported in Ríos-Flores and Ocegueda (2018). Mendoza et al. (2008) find
positive yet moderate evidence using regional indicators. The connection is also favorable in Torres-Preciado et al. (2014) and is reinforced by the
presence of positive innovation externalities (measured from patents). Mungaray et al. (2015) find positive impacts from innovative capacity to income
and productivity of exports of high-tech goods. Beltrán-Morales et al. (2018) find a positive relationship between the national patent series (per
employee) and output per capita during 1988-1998.

3. THEORETICAL MODEL AND ESTIMATING EQUATION 

Theoretical model

In the traditional production function, final output (Y) is represented as the combination of inputs that increases when the marginal contribution of capital
(FK) is positive (Solow, 1956):

(1)

where s is the saving rate, K is capital, and L is labor. Given that constant returns are assumed, the continuous accumulation of capital is necessary to
prevent the level of output from declining. Technology (with its innovation and patenting activity) is an essential element for achieving this outcome.
Improvements in technology (A) stimulate capital and output accumulation (Romer, 1990). This factor, therefore, must be endogenous:

(2)

However, understanding the role of technology has not been straightforward. In some cases, it has been treated as dependent on the stock of capital,
through learning and experience, as in Arrow (1962); other authors have represented it as human capital, following Lucas (1988); while for Romer
(1986) and his followers the role of technology is constituted from the research efforts of firms to develop knowledge (technology), which then becomes
public. For Romer (1990), the problem lies in conceiving of technology as a public good, when in fact it behaves as a partially excludable good, given
that it is first exploited as a patent system before becoming a common good.

Nevertheless, there are other factors to be taken into account. For the new economic geography, economic activity is concentrated in certain regions,
but not in others (Krugman, 1993 and 1995); although there is also an institutional framework influencing the innovation process (productive efficiency)
(Nelson and Winter, 1982). Here, innovation results from the production or transformation of knowledge to create other products and processes,
resulting in the creation of evolutionary environments. Understood in this way, future innovation depends on past innovation and creative destruction
(Schumpeterian economics).



Assuming separate additive effects on output to relax the assumption of perfect substitutes (Romer, 1990), institutional and spatial elements such as
regional concentration are added and, finally, (3) is expressed in per capita terms:

(3)

In equation (3), E captures productive efficiency (institutional framework), which changes slowly and is therefore assumed to be constant; Ct represents

economic concentration (agglomeration processes), which varies over time; At is an available stock of technology (technological knowledge) with ,

where kt is the stock of capital per capita with . The part in parentheses can be thought of as productivity which is a function of the institutional

framework, agglomeration, and differences in technology. If equation (3) is linearized, the random error term (ε) is added and we define  then:

(4)

Output per capita is a combination of the level of technological progress, the stock of capital per capita, and agglomeration processes. Due to
diminishing returns to capital, the dynamic behaviors of At and Ct are key in the fluctuations of output per capita.

Finally, to analyze sets of economies the model in equation (4) is represented as a panel structure and control variables on specific characteristics are
added:

(5)

where  is a matrix of control variables,  a vector of coefficients to be estimated and  and  are individual fixed effects.

Methodology

A distributed lags model is defined to test the previous approach. The model also seeks to factor in the fact that the effects of innovation could
accumulate indefinitely, although progressively decreasing, and to capture variations between regions and sectors. The standard equation with an
unknown number of lags of the explanatory variables is defined as follows:

(6)

where L is the polynomial lag operator. To overcome the condition of an unlimited number of lags, the Koyck criterion is assumed, i.e., the effects of lags
fall geometrically (Greene, 2008). Thus, we consider a fixed factor, λ, of successive reductions in previous periods:

(7)

Subtracting equation (7) from (6) and rearranging terms:

(8)

where . Thus, the marginal effects of x on y are , while the long-term multiplier is estimated from .

Thus, the model can be extended to the case of k-variables multiple regression (Greene, 2008):

(9)

Two measures of interest are the average value and median of the lags, as they give an idea of the speed at which y responds to a change in x
(Greene, 2008):

Average lag: , Median: 

Finally, expressing equation (9) as a dynamic panel structure:

(10)

To solve problems of endogeneity and inconsistency in the estimates, the GMM-System method is used, which contemplates lags of the endogenous
variable as instruments, either in levels and/or in differences (Arellano and Bond, 1991 and 1998; Blundell and Bond, 1998). The validity of the



instruments is checked using Sargan's overidentification test, while serial non-correlation is verified with the tests of orders 1 and 2 suggested in
Arellano and Bond (1998).

Empirical model, variables, and data source

Innovation is measured via the number of patent applications reported by IMPI and standardized per 100 thousand inhabitants (inventiveness
coefficient). The dependent variable is GDP per state from the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (El Instituto Nacional de Statistical y
Geografía, INEGI) and is measured per person. State population data are obtained from the projections made by the National Population Council
(Consejo Nacional de Población, CONAPO). The empirical model includes variables such as physical capital accumulation, agglomeration, and relative
size of state economies, as well as region and sector of economic activity dummies. For accumulated capital, we use the industrial capital stock
estimated in Germán-Soto (2008). This indicator is attractive given the absence of real investment figures by state, as it is an accumulation of
investment at constant prices of the most productive capital-intensive sectors (mining, electricity, gas and water, construction, and manufacturing).
Population density per square kilometer is used to measure agglomeration, (state area is obtained from INEGI). More densely populated economies
tend to have higher incomes. Authors such as Romer (1990) point out that the model can be extended to include some measure of human capital. In
this case, however, the use of human capital indicators is unsatisfactory, due to the collinearity present with agglomeration.

During the period of analysis, population density maintained a 98% correlation with education, measured as average years of schooling. Some authors
find that when market size (population density) increases, so does investment in human capital (Duranton and Puga, 2004), or that human capital
correlates strongly with population (Sedgley and Elmslie, 2001 and 2004). Therefore, agglomeration, apart from being useful in capturing intrinsic

characteristics of regional economies, is also advantageous when inferring the potential role of human capital.4 The relative size of state economies is
measured by the state to national output ratio.

Once the set of indicators is defined, the final empirical model is:

(11)

where GDPpc is per capita income, INN is the measure of innovation, AGLO is the agglomeration index, SC is the capital stock, and TAM is the relative
size of the economies.

Three regionalization criteria are defined to capture the empirical evidence: level of per capita income (high-, middle-, and low-income regions), degree
of participation in the innovation stimulus program (PEI-High, PEI-Medium, and PEI-Low regions), and geographic location (three macro-regions: North,
Central, and South). The per capita income criterion was defined based on the average of this variable between 2009 and 2017, while for the PEI we
measured the intensity with which each federative entity participated in the innovation stimulus program in the same period. In both cases, the idea is to
have a classification without the bias caused by the performance of any particular year. In the case of geographic regionalization, the North-Central-
South configuration was followed as far as possible. The three classes of regions can be represented in the same regression equation, simultaneously,
to form an interregional model:

(12)

where DUMr is the dummy of the rth region. Equation (12) is estimated in restricted and unrestricted form, the latter assuming differential effects by

economic sector (primary, secondary, and tertiary). The definition of equation (12) allows for interregional comparative analysis, a crucial aspect when
conducting regional studies.

4. STATISTICAL-DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

The generation of patents by federative entity shows asymmetric behavior and is concentrated in the lower intervals of the distribution (see Figure 1).
65% of cases are located in the range of 1 to 20 applications, while only 4.9% of the total registrations are observed at the higher level, (greater than
100).

 

Figure 1. Distribution of patent applications 



Source: compiled by the authors using data from IMPI (2018).

 

Meanwhile, there is a positive relationship between patents per 100 thousand inhabitants and GDP per capita in 2017 (the end of the analysis period).
The slope, however, is not very steep (see Figure 2). The accentuated asymmetric feature becomes more visible with the analysis of basic statistics
(see Table 1). The large distance between maximum and minimum values stands out. The state GDP per capita averages the highest figure in the state

of Campeche in 2003 (MXN$1,413 million),5 an income similar to that of countries such as Norway and Finland and higher than that of the US.

 

Figure 2. Relationship between the inventiveness coefficient and GDP per capita, 2017 

Source: compiled by the authors using data from INEGI (2018) and IMPI (2018).

 

 



 

However, Campeche's income comes primarily from oil extraction activities, and these monetary resources do not remain in the state. Therefore, a
more suitable parameter for comparison is the per capita income of Mexico City, whose maximum value is MXN$345,558 million annually, an amount
similar to that of countries such as Barbados, Lithuania, and Slovakia.

The lowest figure in the panel is observed in the state of Oaxaca, in 1995 (MXN$49,185 million), similar to that of countries such as Nicaragua or

Ghana.6 Population density also shows a large variance. Mexico City has the highest value in 2004, with 5,993 inhabitants per km2; while the state with
the lowest density is Baja California Sur, with five inhabitants per km2 in 1994.

Regarding the relative size of state economies, the highest value is found in Mexico City in 1995, with 17.89% of the national economy, while the lowest
is attributed to Colima in 2005, with 0.51%. As for the stock of industrial capital per capita, the two main oil-producing entities, Campeche and Tabasco,
present the highest levels of the entire period. The minimum value of industrial capital stock belongs to Quintana Roo, in 2017, an entity with little
industry, but with a strong tourist sector.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 classify the states of the country based on the previously defined macro regionalization criteria. The concentration of the highest
levels of income and resources executed within the PEI is mainly in the north of the country, Mexico City, Jalisco, and Querétaro.

 

Figure 3. Regionalization by income level 

Source: compiled by the authors.

 

Figure 4. Regionalization by level of resources exercised within the PEI 



Source: compiled by the authors.

 

Figure 5. Regionalization based on geographic location 

Source: compiled by the authors.

 

5. RESULTS

The GMM estimations apply the two-stage approach.7 The results are presented in tables 2, 3, and 4. Table 2 is a non-regionalized analysis. For every
1% increase in the inventiveness coefficient, a 0.063% increase in revenue is generated. The estimate is statistically significant and higher than the
estimated relationship for middle-income countries using a comparable innovation and growth variable.

 



 

Pece et al. (2015) highlight values of 0.1% (Poland), 0.5% (Czech Republic), and 0.6% (Hungary). For a sample of 58 countries, Hasan and Tucci
(2010) estimate an elasticity of GDP per capita to patents close to 0.04% in high- and low-income economies, while Feki and Mnif (2016) estimate an
effect of 0.02% in 35 developing countries.

Ulku (2004) finds that the elasticity between patent applications and GDP per capita for several subsamples of OECD countries ranges from 0.04 to
0.06%; while Kacprzyk and Doryń’s (2017) estimates for the European range from 0.02 to 0.08%, using patent definitions from the EPO system, and

from 0.003 to 0.12% for those established using the USPTO.8 Ríos and Castillo (2015), meanwhile, estimate variations ranging from 0.02 (with patents)
to 0.04% (inventiveness coefficient) in a pooled sample of developed and developing countries. This first approximation is consistent, both with theory
and with several national and international studies that use similar methodologies and variables.

In Mexico, Ríos-Flores and Ocegueda (2018) do not find patents to be significant, but when they test with the inventiveness coefficient they obtain a
statistically significant elasticity of 0.03%. When considering the relation in an interregional model, the innovation-growth elasticities fluctuate between
0.03 and 0.06%, between high-, middle-, and low-income regions, values very close to this paper’s findings and which may be comparable when using
similar estimation and regionalization techniques. Mungaray et al. (2015) estimate effects that raise GDP per capita by 0.15% for each percent increase
in Mexico's innovative capacity, a value higher than that of OECD and European Union countries. Finally, Beltrán-Morales et al. (2018) estimate
elasticities between 0.03 and 0.05% during 1998-2008, when using the number of patents or patents relativized by wages and salaries.

The size of the economy and the stock of physical capital also exert positive and significant effects on income. Furthermore, the dummy variable on the
2008 international crisis was negative and significant, so this event has contributed to weakening growth. It should be remembered that innovation in
Mexico, as in other developing countries, has a strong multinational component, as this activity is dominated by foreign companies that seek to exploit
the increasing returns generated by a new invention. In Mexico, a significant proportion of patents (close to 90%) are of foreign origin; therefore, in the
face of a global crisis such as that of 2008, multinational activity is significantly reduced, which is reflected in patenting and, consequently, regional
spillovers are negatively affected.

The model does not present over-identification problems (Sargan test), i.e., the conditions of moments have been correctly selected. The Arellano-Bond
test holds that in the second order there is no longer serial autocorrelation, which is correct. The median of the lags in Table 2 is 0.87, i.e., 50% of the
total change in per capita income is achieved in just under one period. The median lag value is 0.76 and represents a weighted average of the lags.
Finally, the long-term innovation multiplier indicates that a sustained 1% increase in the inventiveness coefficient leads to a 0.11% increase in state per
capita income. Tables 3 and 4 report the regional and sectoral evidence. The first column of Table 3 corresponds to income-based regionalization
criterion. The highest innovation-growth elasticity is observed in the high-income region (0.079%), while the smallest effect is found in the lowest income
region (0.038%). This suggests hierarchical effects according to income level.



 

 

These findings are similar to those obtained by Hasan and Tucci (2010) at the country level, as discussed above, but more closely resemble those of
Ulku (2004) and are within the range estimated by Kacprzyk and Doryń (2017) for countries in the European area. Moreover, as in Ulku (2004), higher-
income economies also showed higher elasticities.

The median lags of the regionalized model by income is 0.85, very similar to that estimated for the absolute sample (see Table 2). The long-run
multiplier effect is higher in the high-income region, at 0.14%, a value slightly higher than that found for the overall sample.

The results based on PEI regions show that the short-term effect of innovation on per capita income is very similar in the PEI-Middle and PEI-Low
regions, slightly higher than 0.05%. Consequently, the long-term multiplier of these regions is also similar: a sustained 1% increase in the inventiveness
coefficient will increase the per capita income of the entities in these two regions by 0.09%. The results of this regionalization suggest that the PEI
played a decisive role in the effect that innovation has on state income, although it was not significant for the group of entities that exercise more
resources within the program; this may be because they possibly show a greater proximity to the equilibrium relationship.



In the results by geographic region, the elasticity between innovation and per capita income is greater in the Southern region (0.06%) than in the Center
(0.042%), while in the North, although higher, it was not significant. These short-term differences explain why the long-term effect is also greater in the
South (0.12%) than in the Center (0.09%). In itself, the elasticity intensities seem to reflect the condition of diminishing returns, the further away from
potential growth, as would be the case in the South, the greater the effect.

The unrestricted hypothesis on sectoral differences (see Table 4) points to non-significant effects of the inventiveness coefficient on per capita income
in the relatively larger entities of the primary sector, a result related to the low level of technology that characterizes this sector.

 

 

The medium-sized and small primary sector entities present very similar short-term effects (0.064 and 0.065, respectively), suggesting that economic
growth is less dependent on this group of productive activities. However, entities with larger secondary and tertiary sectors estimate higher innovation
effects (around 0.08%) compared to those with smaller proportions (between 0.04 and 0.05%). This same interregional comparative result is maintained
in relation to the long-term multiplier, which is between 0.06 and 0.14%.

In general, the results confirm the greater importance of the sector most related to the use of productive capital to innovate, in addition to being
consistent with the hypothesis of differentiated effects not only between regions, but also between sectors of economic activity, an aspect that, in the
Mexican case, is important to emphasize when designing an appropriate innovation policy (Unger, 2011).



6. CONCLUSIONS

The empirical investigation aligns with the theory and reaffirms the idea that innovation is a factor that stimulates economic growth. The effect of
innovation on the per capita income level of entities is very close to that estimated in OECD and middle-income countries.

The effect of innovation on economic growth varied with the presence of public policies such as the PEI. It was greater in economically disadvantaged
regions, which suggests that it could also be used to reduce regional inequalities. Growth could be boosted by strengthening programs that seek to
promote innovation. Promoting innovation not only has a greater impact on the productivity of regions far away from the technological frontier, but also
helps to improve the capacity to assimilate and eventually produce new technologies. In this sense, it is important to take into consideration what is
known as the "something better" trap (Ahlstrom, 2015), i.e., investing too many resources in an attempt to surpass the innovations of the most
technologically advanced countries, when products and processes can be generated that endogenously improve the productivity of local markets
(Ahlstrom, 2015).

The road to an innovative economy can be paved by the creation of new products and processes, or even by encouraging their creation, an area of
opportunity presented by the country's economic activities.

The road to an innovative economy can be complex. The results indicate the usefulness of designing public policy instruments that support and give
continuity to programs that are already underway with a long-term vision. The effects of innovation tend to be more important in regions with larger
secondary and tertiary sectors. The contribution of innovation within more specific economic activities could be investigated, for example, to direct
public policies to support innovation with a greater effect on economic growth. It also seems advantageous to concentrate innovation efforts on more
technologically intensive industries, in accordance with the categorization that the OECD (2003) has been constructing and updating.

Despite the advantages of the number of patents as an indicator of innovation, including its simplicity and ease of application, as well as the quality of
allowing homogeneous comparisons in space and time, it should not be forgotten that the concept of innovation is much broader than simply patents,
as it also consists of new processes and organizational designs directly linked to the production of goods and services and that are often difficult to
concentrate in a single indicator. Therefore, the patenting parameter used is only an approximation of the actual behavior it is intended to measure.
Even with these limitations, it is possible to conclude that the growth-innovation relationship is positive and, moreover, can be enhanced through public
policies that take into account the country's regional diversity.
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